
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL CONVENERS MEETING OF 15 February 2017 
 

 
 
Present: Karsten, Toshiaki, Roman, Taikan, Matthew, Marcel, Ivan, Paul, Akira, Wataru, Felix, Yan, 
Akimasa, Claude. 
 
 
TECHNICAL SPACE IN CONFLUENCE 
- The technical space is now fully operational within the DESY ILD confluence system:  

https://confluence.desy.de/display/ILD/ILD+Technical+Working+Group   
- Subsections are available for the subdetectors, to be used as repositories for documents of general 

interest. Librarians are in the process to be nominated among the subdetector conveners to manage 
these spaces.  
 

INTERFACE DOCUMENTS 
- Some subdetectors have started evaluating the updated document template distributed by Roman. It 

is reminded that the first goal is to gather available information for the large ILD option (DBD-like), 
which should not require significant manpower investment. 

- The ILD reference document with general conventions will be started soon.  
 
DETECTOR SIMULATION 
- DESY will investigate the impact of a hybrid option (RPC/Sci) for the HCAL sensitive gaps once tasks 

with higher priority are done, with the goal to get results for the scintillator response before the Lyon 
ILD meeting end of April. 

 
ANTI-DID TASKFORCE FOLLOW-UP 
- Alejandro Perez (IPHC postdoc) has gathered all tools necessary to simulate beamstrahlung 

background, through a visit at DESY and exchanges with VFS and magnetic field experts. Yan will enter 
in contact with him and relevant VFS activists to ensure a good information flow between this BG 
enterprise and the VFS community (e.g. make sure that the latest VFS configuration optimized for the 
new L* is used).  

- In order to start the small anti-DID design, a first set of guidelines will be given by the CDI group to 
Christophe Berriaud, including the envelopes into which the coil should fit. 

 
VT TASKFORCE FOLLOW-UP: 
- Good progress has been performed by the French engineers in simulating the static behavior of the 

full calorimeter wheels (ECAL+HCAL) in both Videau and TESLA options. Further exchanges have 
occurred with DESY to clarify some mechanical parameters. It is agreed to organize an intermediate 
expert meeting between the French and DESY engineers before the ILD April meeting, in order to 
exchange on the results and iterate on the designs. 

- Detailed investigations of the signal paths and electronics accessibility in both mechanical options has 
been started by Claude in relation with the AHCAL and the SDHCAL groups. 

 



AGENDA OF THE NEXT GENERAL ILD TECHNICAL MEETING: 
A technical-oriented ILD meeting has been scheduled in Lyon from April 24th to 28th, as an intermediate 
gathering before the general LCWS meeting at SLAC end of June. The goal is to provide a focusing 
milestone to ongoing work and, hopefully, to start taking decisions on the simulation options of the large 
physics benchmark samples, expected to start late summer. The meeting includes 4 half-day sessions 
directly related to the technical groups, for which the following update presentations are foreseen: 
Subdetector simulation (Tuesday afternoon):  
- Reports from the software contacts on the validation of subdetectors simulation in DD4HEP 
- Results on the impact of the hybrid (RPC/Sci) simulation on the RPC and Sci response  
MDI and subdetectors status (Wednesday morning): 
- Reports from the subdetector conveners with emphasis on status and plans of technological 

prototypes, status of interface documents and any new other developments since Morioka 
- MDI progress 
Anti-DID taskforce (Thursday morning): 
- Update on designs of both antiDID options (large and small) 
- Results from beamstrahlung background simulations 
VT taskforce (Thursday afternoon): 
- Updated mechanical computations of both options 
- Recollection of standard reference earthquake parameters to be used for dynamical computations 
- Update on effects of cracks on physics response 
- Update on signal paths and accessibility for both options, including a sketch of issues/adaptations to 

be studied to accommodate each technology (RPC/Sci) in its “non-preferred” mechanical option.   
 
NEXT VIDYO MEETING: 
- Between 16th and 22nd March, 10:00 Paris time, doodle to be distributed. 
 
SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM ACTIONS (until next meeting) : 
- Finalize nomination of subdetectors confluence librarians  
- Start ILD reference document (CDI) 
- Strengthen contact between IPHC BG simulator and VFS community (Yan) 
- Provide small anti-DID envelopes (CDI)  
- Schedule French-DESY expert meeting on calorimeter wheels mechanical simulations  
 
 

 


